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ABSTRACT 

Recent studies oflasing and stimulated emission in lwninescent TI-COnjugated polymers perfonned by our group are presented. 
Optical properties of cylindrical, high-Q, polymer microcavities are discussed. The emission spectra of p1 •. ,s, .c microring and 
microdisk lasers were measured and analyzed. Cylindrical light emitting polymer microdiodes, as poss1bie candidates for 
electrically-driven plastic lasers have been fabricated. Stimulated emission and lasing were also demonstrated for polymer 
solutions infiltrated in opal photonic \:rystals. In addition, two unusual regimes of stimulated emission characterized by narrow 
laser-like spectral lines were found in thin waveguiding polymer films. These regimes may be associated with random optical 
feedback introduced by light scattering inside the polymer films and amplified Raman scattering, respectively. 

Keywords: TI-conjugated polymers, stimulated emission, plastic lasers, microcavities, Raman gain. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Organic materials continue to attract researchers as promising semiconducting media for futur,c: electronic~ After a recent 
demonstration of high optical gain and stimulated emission (SE) in films of several TI-conjugated polymec: 1·'. these materials 
have been intensively studied worldwide as possible gain media for laser applications0•1•. Considerable atten1 ·n · has been drawn 
to lasing in various optical cavities containing luminescent TI-Conjugated polymers9•14, as well as smaller org ... nic molecules1~ 1•. 

In our previous studies of the 2,5-dioctylo:q• poly(p-phenylene-vinylene) [D00-PPV] polymer with high photoluminescence 
(PL) efficiency we have demonstrated the occurrence of SE regimes, such as amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)8 and lasing9. 

In this contribution we summarize the optical properties of cylindrical, high-Q polymer microcavities such as microring and 
microdisk lasers14, and show that light emitting polymer microdiodes with cylindrical geometries are possible candidates for 
electrically driven plastic lasers14,11. In addition we also report on SE and lasing in opal photonic crystals infill.rt1ted by a variety 
of polymer and dye solutions 18• For polymer films we also discuss two unusual SE phenomena, which k:ad to super-narrow 
laser-like emission lines without any cavity involved. These phenomena are random lasing19 and stimulated Raman gain20 . 

There are two classes of re-conjugated polymers: luminescent and nonluminescent2 1• The optical properties of the luminescent 
polymers are very similar to those of regular organic laser dyes, such as Rhodamine or Coumarin. The primary excitations in 
these polymers are excitons22, which may produce PL with high quantum yield, T), defined as the ratio between the number of 
emitted photons to the number of absorbed photons23 . Typically. the radiative decay channel of cxcitons has r.o compete with 
various channels of nonradiative decay; as a result, T) is always less than unity. In our studies we have focu£.ed on two varieties 
of luminescent conducting polymers with particularly high PL yields, namely dioctylo:\-y-PPV (DOO-PPV)2~ with 11"' 0.2 and 
poly(l-phenyl-2-p-n-butylphenylacetylene) [PDPA-nBu] with Tl"' 0.4. Their backbone structure. optical absorption and PL 
spectra are shown in Fig. 1. The Stokes-shifted PL bands. which are broadened by both homogeneous (phonons) and 
inhomogeneous (disorder) contributions, appear in the spectral range where the ground state absorption is weak. Therefore, 
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Fig. I Absorption and emission spectra of(a) PDPA-nBu and (b) fXX)..PPV films Insets show the correspondmg polymer repeat 
units 

a simple exciton model has been adopted to describe the optical transitions responsible for absorption and emission in these 
polymers, as shown in a configuration coordinate diagram offig.2(a). According to this model, the lowest excitations in 1t

conjugated polymers form a 4-level system. where transitions 1-->2 and 3-+4 describe the absorption and emission processes. 
respectively. The phonon-assisted relaxation transitions 2--+ 3 and 4--> 1 are very efficient and occur within !On fsec and I psec, 
respectively. On the other hand, the exciton lifetime, i.e. the decay (mostly nonradiative) time oflevel 3, in our polymer films 
is in the range of 100 ps to 1 ns, as illustrated in Fig.2(b). We conclude that it is possible to achieve inversion between the levels 
3 and 4 and thus satisfy the main requirement for a laser medium. 

The polymer residual absorption, ex,.., at the optical frequency between levels 3 and 4 detennines the threshold excitation density 
that is necessary for the population inversion and consequently, lasing'. It is preferable, therefore, to have ex,_,. as low as possible. 
However, one of the primary requirements for a polymer laser medium is its high PL yield. It has been notic.;ed that in general, 
'l is determined not only by the exciton lifetime, but also by the exciton generation yield. The later may also Le less than unity 
due to the formation of interchain excitations25 and other nonradiative species. It is essential, therefore, for achieving high 11 
to have both long exciton lifetime and low generation yield of nonemissive excitations. The last fundamental condition 
influencing the perfonnance of a polymer as a SE medium is the spectral extent of the excitonic photoinduced absorption (PA) 
in photopumped lasers, and current induced absorption (CIA) ofpolarons in electrically driven lasers. The PA or CIA spectrum 
may overlap with the spectrum of the stimulated emission (SE) and thus cancel the total optical gain. It has been shown that 
the PA and SE spectra of singlet excitons in D00-PPV are well separated22. indicating that this polymer can be .1 good candidate 
for photopumped laser media. 

2. EXPERIMENT AL 

For studies of SE in polymer films, D00-PPVand POPA films witl1 uniform thickness, d, ranging from 0.5 µm to • µrn were 
slowly spin-coated from fresh chloroform solutions onto quartz substrates. The variation in d was typically less than 5% over 
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Fig.2. ( a) Configuration coordinate diagram of energy levels (numbered I through 4) in lwnine~ent conducting polYffi:ers; solid 
arrows indicate optical transitions corresponding to absorption and emission processes, respectively. (b) Time-resolved photolwmnescence 
in 000-PPV (thick line) and PDPA-nBu (thin line) films. 

the film length of 1 mm. The excitation source for the films was a regenerative laser amplifier as described below. The pump 
laser beam was focused on the polymer film using a stripe geometry. The length of the stripe-like excitation area could be varied 
from l 00 µm to 6 mm using a variable-width slit in front of the film, which could block parts of the pump beam. The polymer 
emission was collected from either the front or the side of the substrate and spectrally analyzed using either a 0.25 meter 
spectrometer or a 0.6 meter triple spectrometer. All experiments were performed in dynamic vacuum at room temperature. 

ln our studies of lasing in polymer films. we again used soluble derivatives of both PPV and POPA: D00-PPV and PDP A-nBu1, 

respecuvely. Cylindrically shaped thin polymer films were prepared by dipping commercially available optical fibers into 
saturated chloroform solutions. Thin polymer rings were consequently fonned around the glass cylindrical C;lre following the 
fast drying in air. The estimated thickness of the deposited polymer rings was about 2-3 µrn. The excitation source was the 
Nd: Y AG regenerative laser amplifier producing I OOps pulses at a repetition rate of I OOHz. This laser light was either frequency 
doubled (532run) or tripled (355nm) for pumping D00-PPV or PDPA-nBu films, respectively. The pwnp beam was focused 
using a cylindrical lens into a 100 µrn x 5mm stripe perpendicular to the polymer coated fiber (010-200 µrn); thus only a small 
fraction of the pwnp light was absorbed by the polymer film The pump beam polarization could be rotated to be either parallel 
or perpendicular to the fiber axis. The light emitted from the excited polymer ring was collected in the plane of the ring with 
a round lens and spectrally analyzed using a 0.6 meter triple spectrometer and a CCD array with spectral resolution of about 
1A, 

Micro-crystalline opals with crystal sizes of 20-100 µm were prepared from crystallizing colloidal suspensions of nearly 
monodisperse SiO, spheres with diameters d varying between : 90 nm and 300 run, as described elsewhere26• A typical opal slab 



size was lmm><lcm>< 1cm. After the complete penetration of the solution, the opals became semitransparent due to close 
matching between the refractive indices of solvents and silica (.6Jt "' 0.01 ). As a result, light scattering from the silica nanoballs 
was relatively weak: from transmission measurements in the spectral range between 550 and 650 nm for opals infiltrated with 
ethylene gloycol we estimated the mean photon diffusion length. J• ~ 0.5 mm••. We found that Bragg scan.:ring stop bands 
which are known to exist in opals did not influence the SE spectra. The opal slabs soaked in solutions contaming gain media 
(either R6G or D00-PPV) were placed inside a lcm><lcm quartz cuvene and photoexcited using the previously described 
experimental setup11. The strip-like excitation at intensities above the SE threshold resulted in the emission from the side of 
the slab of a -5 ° divergent beam directed along the stripe axis. 

3. LASING 

3.1 Cylindrical microcavities 

True lasing has been first demonstrated in a Fabry-Perot resonator using a dilute solution ofMEH-PP\.m, a pol)mer with optical 
characteristics similar to those ofDOO-PP\122. Analogous results have been obtained later with solutions of other 1t<0njugated 
polymers21• Early time-resolved studies have shown that unlike laser dyes. conducting polymers do not experience concentration 
quenching and, therefore, may exhibit optical amplification. or gain, even when they are prepared as thin films 29• However, 
because the absorption length in neat, undiluted polymer films is much shorter than that in solutions. it is much more difficult 
to use thin films as gain media in open laser cavities formed with e.,1emal mirrors 10•1i_ Thus work in this area has mainly 
concentrated on microstructures. such as planar1.JO and cylindrical microcavities1•. distributed feedback lasers1331 and other 
configurations usmg waveguiding films. 

The microring and microdisk cavity structures are schematically shov.n in Fig.3. In both cases a thin. uniform polymer film 
forms the entire canty of the laser. The main advantage of such microlasers is the ease with which they can be produced. 
panicularly the microring lasers. Typically, an optical fiber was dipped into a saturated chlorofonn solution ofDOO-PPV or 
PDPA-nBu. which after quick evaporation uniformly coated the fiber and produced a complete cylinder of ~I µmin thickness, 
100 µm or more in length and a diameter. D. predetermined by the size of the fiber. Alternatively. any other cylindrical 
substrate could be used v.ilh equal success. e.g. lasing was demonstrated using metal v.ires and also polyaniline fibers 1•. The 
fabrication of microd.Jsks was slightly more difficult: thin spin coated films were photo-lithographically etched to produced 
microdisk arrays of various diameters. The substrate was usually either quanz or indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass. The full 
descnpllon of m1crolaser fabrication and the expenmental setup is given elsewhere14. 

An imponant advantage of a cylindrical microca\ity is its rela11vely high finesse. or quality factor Q0 The light in such cavities 
1s confined ms1de the gam medium by total internal. practically lossless reflections: the radiation leakage is due to the cavity 
surface curvature and light scattenng from imperfections. In companson. a planar microcavity always experiences losses due 
to imperfect reflections from the two highly reflective mirrors fonning the microcavir:yuc Optical modes inside a cylinder are 
given by Lhe solution of the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation33, which lead to longitudinal modes satisfying the equation: 

(J) 

where R 1s the µ-cavity radius, n,ff 1s the effective mode refractive mdex and M 1s the mode index. The laser modes are also 
classified by another index. N. according to their radial intens11y distribution inside the disk32• 

Eq .(I) m fact describes the longitudinal modes of a ring resonator formed by the thin polymer waveguide will, the total length 
of 21tR TE modes (polarization is m the plane of the waveguide and parallel to the fiber axis) with N = I have the highest Q 
and thus the lowest threshold mtens1r:,. 10. These modes may dominate the spe,..--uum of the nucroring laser for very thin polymer 
films. which can be seen m lig.4(al (see also ref. 9 ). From Eq ( I J we obtarn an expression for the intermodal separation, t:.). 
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Fig.3. Plastic cylindrical microcavities: (a) microring and (b) microdisk. 

Asswning negligible dispersion in Eq.(2), from Fig.4(a) we find that for PDPA-nBu films~== l.75. We note that the spectrum 
in Fig.4(a) may be used to determine ~al, if~can be measured independently. 

The cavity Q factor can be generally defined as Q = wt,,, where t. is the decay lifetime of a cavity mode33; thus the longer is the 
photon lifetime inside the cavity, the higher is Q. The value ofQ may be influenced by various contributions a 1d near the laser 
threshold it is given by1l.19: 

(3) 

where Qca/ describes radiation losses detennined by the cavity geometry for a given mode, Osc.1•1 is due to scattering from 
imperfections inside and on the surface of the cavity, and Q11/ is determined by self-absorption of a cold gain medium according 
to Qa1,s=2nn/a,..A, where n is the refractive index and a, .. is the absorption coefficient at the emission wavelength A. Ocav is 
known to strongly depend on Mand N34• It is maximized for N= 1 and the corresponding modes are called whispering gallery 
modes, for which at M>20 we find that Q .. .>10432• In our measurements of both microring and microdisk lasers made from 
pristine polymer films, we have found9•14 that typical Q values are on the order of 3· 103• We have concluded that despite rather 
high Q.,.. values, Q of a polymer microcavity is usually limited by scattering losses and material absorption, Q..,11• 1 and Q.i,.·1, 

respectively. ~-1 can be somewhat minimized by making smoother microactivity surfaces and purifying the polymer solution. 
Q1bs, on the other hand, is detennined by a,., and thus is difficult to change. However, it is possible to dilute the polymer by 
mixing it with other, less lossy and optically neutral media, which may lower a,... and, therefore, increase Q•bs· This has been 
successfully demonstrated with various blends of organic dyes, oligomers"·16 and polymers10•12 . 

J.2 Microring and microdisk lasers 

Fig.4(a) shows the emission spectra obtained from a PDPA-nBu microring deposited on a fiber with D= 125 µrn. The broad. 
featureless PL band at low excitation intensities. 1. is transfonned into a multimode ring laser spectrum at higher l; this 
transition into the lasing regime is accompanied by a kink in the emission intensity vs. I dependence at the threshold excitation 
intensiry.1/·''. The wavelength of each laser mode. AM_,., is given by the solution ofEq.(I ). 

Fig.4(b) shows the emission spectra of a O00-PPV microring laser with 0=20 µm. These spectra cannot be adequately 
described by Eq.( I). since more than one set oflongitudinal modes is observed. However, it is possible to model them using 
two lowest order TE modes with N= 1 and N=2 (TM modes were not observed in thin microrings). As a result of such modeling, 
the Mand N index numbers may be assigned to each laser line. as shown in Fig.4(b). The only fitting parameter is~ which 
we find (assuming near zero dispersion) to be 1.68 and 1.677 for N= 1 and N=2, respectively. Higher order waveguided modes 
(with N=2) are expected to have lower n,..,.due to their deeper penetration inside the glass fiber. 

In order to avoid light propagation inside the optical fiber, we used thin metal wires as a cylindrical core for the microringu. 
Although an absorptive metal surface may quench stimulated emission and prevent lasing, a thicker (>5 µm) J){'lymer film helps 
to isolate the modes from the metal core and thus minimize optica! losses". Fig.5(a) shows the emission spectra obtained from 
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Fig. 4 (a) Enuss1on spectra from a PDPA-nBu m1cronng on a 0125 µm opucal fiber at di(forent exc1t.ation mtensilies· excitation 
energies from top to bottom are 1 µJ, 0.7 µJ and 0.6 µJ, respectively. (b) EIIllssion spectra from ,1 000-PPV nucronng ,,n a 020 µm fiber: 
exc1tallon energies are 165 nJ, 90 nJ, and 65 nJ, respectively. Mand N indices are assigned to each laser line (see IC>.I). 

a D00-PPV microring (D=35 µm) deposiled on a 025 µm aluminum wue. At low excitation intensities lhe spectrum is 
dominated by a single set of equidistant longitudinal modes: however. it can be seen from Fig.5(a) that at higher intensities 
additional modes with a higher threshold appear in the emission spectrum. Assuming negligible dispersion. from A). ofFig.5(a) 
we calculate using Eq.(2) n,,r=2.23. which is significamly higher Lhan the value esumated from Fig.4(b), where n.,_t=l.7. Lower 
n,ff for the thinner micronngs on glass fibers indicates that the lasing modes in these caviues are not confined to the polymer 
film. but also partly propagate inside the glass core. where the refracuve index is low (~1.4). The modes in thick microrings, 
however. are fully contained inside the polymer and therefore have higher n,.ff· 

We found that polymer mrcrodisk lasers behave sunilarly to thick microring lasers. Typically. a single microdisk with a 
diameter ranging from 8 µm to 128 µm was photoexci1ed by a focused laser beam from the Nd:Y AG laser amplifier, producing 
JOU ps or IO ns pulses at 532 nm. The polymer emission was collected in the plane of the microdisk using the same 
experimental setup used for the microring laser measurements. Unlike microrings. however, microdisks provide good lateral 
confinement for the lasing modes. ln addition. it 1s easy to achieve a complete and unifonn excitation of the whole microdisk 
area. The mode structure of the disk m1croca\.ity is also described by Eq.( I). ln fact, the spectra of the microdisk lasers are 
vinually ind1stmguishable from those of micronngs. as shown in Fig.5(b). Using Eq.(2) and again assuming zero dispersion 
for the D00-PPV mrcrod.isk laser shown in F1g.5(b) with 0=16 µm. we calculate n,_r2.22. which is close to n,.ffobtained for 
thick D00-PPV m1croring deposited on metal wires. 
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Fig.5. (a) Em1ss1on spectra from a f"XX>.PPV micronng with D=35 µm OH a 025 µm Al Y.ire at two different exci1ation intensities; 
(ll) Errussion spectra from a thm IXX)..ppy nucrodisk with D=l6 µmat three different excitauon intensities as indicated. 

The emission spectra of polymer microlasers shown in Figs.4 and 5 were obtained using l 00 ps pulse excitation. Although the 
duration of such excitation is much longer than the photon lifetime in the microcavity (l.: = Q/w - l ps), it is on the order of the 
excuon lifeume in the polymer film and therefore may not be considered quasicontinuous3~. We studied the effectS oflonger 
pulse excitation and found that the l0ns-excitation also resulted in efficient lasing. In Fig.6 we compare the emission spectra 
obtained from a single D00-PPV microdisk (D=32 µm) using 100 ps pulses (a) and 10 ns pulses (b). The mode structures in 
both cases are essentially identical. The mam difference is the pronounced broadening and blue-shift of the laser lines in the 
case of I0ns excitation. The blue-shift may still be observed with 100 ps pulses. Both of these effects are highly detrimental 
to the performance of any laser. We speculate that this might be due 10 excessive heating of the polymer film, since most of the 
excitation energy is spent on heating of the polymer film and the longer pulse excitation does provide more energy. The spectral 
blue-shift (decrease of AM). however. indicates that either Dor n,.ffdecreases as I increases. and this cannot be explained by an 
increase in temperature. We thus specula1e that the blue-shift is caused by lowering of the polymer refractive index at high 
excitation densities Also. the substantial line broadening in the case oflong pulse excitation can be attributed to the reduction 
of the Q factor. which may be due to either microcavity defonnations caused by overheating. or additional absorption losses from 
triplet exci1on population build-up1'. 

4. CYLINDRICAL MICRO-LEDS 

Our group has been simultaneously engaged in studying micro-LEDs with cylindrical geomeuy11.Jc1. As pointed out above, 
microlasers ,-...1th cylindrical geometry may have a high Q that 1s limited only by a,... of the gain medium. We have therefore 
fabricated a variety of cylindrical micro-LED~ and studied their propenies al low current densities with the aim of achieving 
laser action when using current injection at much higher density in a pulsed current regime. 
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Fig.6. Enuss1on spectra of a DOO-PPV microdisk with D=32 µmat different exc1tauon in1ens1t1es using (a) lrJO ps pulse excitation 
and (bl 10 ns pulse excitation. 

Two kinds of 0·lmdrical micro-LED devices were studied: microdisks and microrings. as shown in Fig. 7(a). For microdisks. 
we deposited D00-PPV or PDPA-nBu thin films on good quality ITO substrates for hole injection. The film was then capped 
with an Al metal layer or electron injection. followed by etching of both polymer and Al layers to produce patterned m1crodisks 
of various diameters. For microrings. we coated ITO on opucal fibers of various diameters. which were dra"n out from 
commercial multimode silica fibers. ITO layers "ith cypical thickness of 200 nm and sheet resistance of IO 0/cm were prepared 
by an electron beam evaporation process. Thin polymer films "'ith estimated thickness of I µm were then de-posited onto the 
ITO coated fibers bJ' dipping the fibers into saturated toluene solutions ofDOO-PPV Afterwards. a semitransparent Al layer 
was deposited in high vacuum of 10 Pa. The length of the Al electrode was about 2 mm. 

The electrical properties of the polymer LEDs. such as current-voltage (1-V) characteristics, were measured using a Keithley 
236 source measuring unit connected to a personal computer. The emission intensity in the forward biasing mode was detected 
using a photomultiplier. The emission spectrum was measured usmg a triple spectrometer and an optical multichannel detection 
system with a liquid nitrogen cooled charge coupled device with -0.3 run resolution. 

Typical 1-V and \'Oltage-emission intensity (V-L) characteristics at forward biasing of a 0125 µm micronng LED with D00-
PPV polymer are shown in Fig.7(b). The LEDs exhibited ryp1cal rectifying characteristics. in which the ITO and Al layers act 
as hole and electron injecting electrodes. respectively. The emission onset is seen to occur at about 9 Volts, but we found that 
the driving voltages increase with the polymer thickness. As evident in the 1-L plot shown in Fig. 7(c), L increases monotonously 
with I. similariy to D00-PPV Oat-type LEDs. 

The electroluminescence (EL) spectrum of the niicroring LED is shown in Fig.8. As evident from this figure, the EL spectrum 
1s similar to the PL spectrum. It has a broad double hump feature; lasing modes could not be obtained since the injected current 
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densit, was only about l 00 mNcm1 DC. We also achieved bright EL from a microdisk LED using up 10 2 A/cm2 DC current 
densnyJ.t. In order to produce a current-driven organic laser. it will be necessary to use pulsed current sources. We have 
detennmed 14 that laser action is possible with sub-µsec light pulses (<200ns). We may then assume that sub-µsec electrical 
pulses will be sufficiently short for electrically driven polymer laser diodes. From the laser threshold intensity for our 
photopumped microlasers. neglecting the polaron absorption and assuming a 5% internal quantum efficiency, we estimate the 
threshold current densitJ necessarJ for lasing to be on the order of 10• A/cm1. Such current densities are within the present 
limits of polymer LEDs. where current densities as high as 106 A/cm2 have been recently demonstrated31 • 
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5. AMPLIFIED RAMAN SCATTERING 

An interesting phenomenon that results in narrow laser-like lines even in the absence of an optical cavity is the resonant 
amplification of the most strongly coupled Raman modes in the gain medium10• Figs.9{a) and 9(b) demonstrate this type of 
optical amplification in a thin film ofDOO-PPV. The excitation source for these measurements was a Raman-shifted lOOps
pulsed laser tuned at 563.5 nm {a) and 559 run (b). respectively. both of which cover the long wavelength ta\l of the polymer 
absorption band. ln both cases the regular ASE band centered a1 -630nm did not shift with the excitation wavelength. 
However. a very intense. narrow emission line appeared in both cases on the high energy side of the ASE band. We determined 
the width of tlus sharp line to be less than 0.3 nm. lls position shifted by 4.5 run ( 143 cm·') when the excitation wavelength 
was tuned from 559 nm to 563.5 nm. thus exactly corresponding to the energy difference of the excitation lasers. This fact 
clearly demonstrates the presence of the Raman gain in the D00-PPV films. 

In order to identify the active Raman mode participating in the optical amplification, we measured the off-resonance, 
spontaneous Raman scattering response of D00-PPV at low excitation intensities. The resulting Raman scattering spectrum 
shown in Fig.9(c) reveals strong Ra.man active lines at 968, 1171, 1285, and 1584 cm·1, respectively. The latter mode is the 
strongest and therefore is the most likely candidate to be amplified by the gain medium at high excitation intensities. Indeed, 
as seen in Fig. 9(c), we obtained excellent specµal overlap between the positions of the Raman mode at 1584 cm·1 and the narrow 
line in Fig. 9(b). This demonstrates that we may use luminescent n-conjugated polymer thin films as inexpensive laser Raman
shifters for spectroscoPT8. 
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We measured the emission intensity vs the excitation intensity for a D00-PPV film excited at 563.5 nm (Fig. IO). It is seen 
that the threshold excitation intensi~· for Raman gain is about one order of magnitude higher than that of the ASE, occurring 
at 8 and 0.5 µJ. respectively. The resonant Raman amplification reveals, however. a higher slope efficiency .:ompared to that 
of ASE. At the highest used excitation intensities it is therefore possible to generate emission where Raman scattering is 
dominant. In this case a narrow laser-like emission line is realized in the polymer films with no optical cavity. in addition to 
a residual. smaller and much broader ASE band. 
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6. RANDOM LASING WITHIN POLYMER FILMS AND OPAL-PHOTONIC CRYSTALS 

In the absence ofan optical cavity, a gain medium is expected to exhibit ASE. which is a stimulated emission process without 
a feedback mechanism that would otherwise lead to lasing. ASE typically results in emission spectral narrowing and exciton 
lifetime shonening. both of which have indeed been observed in thin polymer films•. Our recent close examination of stimulated 
emission in polymer waveguides19• however. have shown that the ASE model might not be adequate to fully describe the 
observed phenomena. In our measurements, we used the experimental apparatus already described in section 2. Thin D00-
PPV films. spin-coated on flat quanz substrates. were photoexcited using an excitation area in the shape of a thin stripe with 
length L and width a••. The polymer emission was collected in the direction along the stripe axis: as reponed previously', 
stimulated em1ss1on predominant!:,· occurred in this direction. 

Fig. l l(a) illustrates typical emission spectral narrowing observed in one of the studied D00-PPV films. Due to stimulated 
emission, a featureless band at --.(i30 nm with a characteristic bandwidth of~ 10 run appeared at the threshold excitation intensity 
/A. At/>/A the s~ctral narrowing process continued and resulted in the fonnation of numerous, randomly positioned spectral 
lines with linewidths on the order of 0.1 nm. The later process could be observed only at excitation intensities greater than a 
second threshold intensity / 8 (see Fig.11), provided that the excitation stripe width was small (a< 100 µm) 19• For 1>18 the 
emission spectra were typically dominated by a few strong, "super-narrowed" lines, as shown in Fig. l l(b). Jhe position and 
strength of these lines appear to be random and different for different excited areas of the same film. We note, however, that 
the phenomenon of spectral "supemarrowing" could not be seen unless a thin stripe-like excitation area was used 19• 

Fig.12(a) and (b) show the spectral evolution ofopal photonic ccystals infiltrated with DOO-PPV andR6G solution, respectively, 
upon increasing the excitation intensity I. We see the onset of ASE at/= /1 (= / ,J (Fig. l 2(a) ). However at 1 = / 3 > / 8 spectral 
narrowing due to ASE was followed by the development of a series of narrow spectral lines. R6G solution infiltrated into the 
opal crystals exhibited a similar effect, but in a slightly different spectral range corresponding to the maximum optical gain of 
R6G, as shown in Fig.12(b). In this case, however, instead of increasing I at constant L, we achieved super-narrowing by 
increasing L while keeping/ constant. Analogous measurements were done with DOO-PPY films and solutions19; these 
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experiments showed that the magnitudes of both /A and / 8 decrease as L increases. Such a behavior has beeu observed before 
in ASE processes' and distributed feedback (DFB) lascrs13• We note that in these latter experiments we used bulky opal slabs, 
where there was no waveguide formation. We also note that in identical experimental conditions. SE from free-standing pure 
solutions of either D00-PPV or R6G did not produce similar super-narrowing; this demonstrates that this effect is indeed due 
to light scattering inside the opals. 

Laser action should require a resonant optical feedback mechanism, e.g. reflections from the sample edges. However, such 
reflections do not exist in neither the polymer films nor the opal slabs. Furthermore, the extreme sensiti,·i1y of the finely 
structured spcc:tra to the exact position of the excitation area on the sample indicates that the structural resor,ances must come 
from inside of the excited region. In this case the spectral super-narrowing is due to random feedback produced by light 
scattering in the bulk. However, whereas scattering centers can be easily identified in opals and gel-films as silica nanoballs, 
it is not clear at present what could play such a role in pristine 000-PPV films. 

It has been argued that very strong scattering is required for random lasing. In fact, lasing was predicted to occur only if the 
scattering length, r, is on the order of A 39·.,. In our case r >> .1., even if we attribute a:, .. of ~30 cm·1 solely to a scattering 
process. We speculate, however, that even weak scattering may produce sufficient optical feedback to cause the appearance of 
random resonances in the stimulated emission spectrum of a high gain medium. In case of thin stripe excitation this process 
may resemble the mechanism of distributed feedback 19, in which we envision weak backscattering repeatedly occurring along 
the entire length of the excitation stripe. Such backscattering is speckle-like and therefore wavelength selective, where the 
selection process is largely random and determined by the structural arrangement of the scatterers inside the excitation volume. 

~ CONCLUSIONS 

We observed and studied various tcgimes of stimulated emission produced by optical pulsed excitation of n-conjugated polymer 
films. Multi mode lasing was demonstrated in various cylindrical microcavities, including self-assembled microrings on optical 
fibers and metal wires, and patterned microdisks. Such microcavities were shown to possess a high Q factor. limited by intrinsic 
losses of the polymer gain medium. This high Q value. however. depends on the excitation pulse""'idth and decreases for longer 
excitation pulses. Operating micro-LEDs were fabricated using microring and microdisks configurations with the goal to 
produce laser emission using current injection. In the absence of a laser cavity, thin polymer films were shown to exhibit two 
unusual regimes of stimulated emission. in which narrow lines appeared in the amplified spontaneous emission spectrum. One 
of these regimes was found to be due to amplified Raman scattering. whereas the other regime is associated with optical feedback 
induced by random light scattering inside the films. The latter regime also operative in opal photonic crystals. with no relation 
to the existing Bragg stop bands. It will be interesting to find another possible laser action in the opals. which is more directly 
related to the opal stop bands. 
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